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Mission Statement 
Teach children in the way they should go and when they are older, they will not depart from it 

 
Children are at the heart of everything we do. Through Christian values,  

relationships, living and learning together we celebrate the uniqueness and  
diversity of everyone in our family. We nurture a sense of self belief,  

mutual respect and belonging to build the foundations for happy and successful lives  
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1. Introduction 
1.1 The following procedures have been adopted by All Saints Multi Academy Trust to enable it to 

discharge its functions under the School Staffing (England) Regulations 2009 (the “Regulations”) in 
relation to the potential dismissal of employees other than for reasons of conduct, capability, expiry 
of a temporary or fixed-term contract, or redundancy.  They apply to everyone employed to work at 
the school in accordance with those regulations, i.e. excluding staff employed by an agency or a 
contractor (including the authority acting as a contractor).  Decisions taken under this procedure will 
be taken fairly on the balance of probability rather than, as would be the case in a criminal court, 
beyond reasonable doubt. 

 
1.2 The circumstances in which these procedures may be used include failure to meet the conditions 

specified in a conditional offer of employment, failure to comply with relevant statutory regulations, 
irretrievable breakdown in work relationships and a reputational risk to the school.  This list is not 
exhaustive.   

 
1.3 No decision shall be made under this procedure unless it has been followed in full.  The board of 

trustees recognise that failure to observe this procedure could cause an employment tribunal to 
decide that a dismissal was unfair.  It also provides that any part of this procedure, other than a 
statutory requirement, may be varied in a particular case by mutual, explicit agreement between the 
employee and the person(s) acting on behalf of the board of trustees. 

 
1.4  If an employee makes a complaint relating to this procedure the separate grievance procedure in 

accordance with paragraph 7 of the School Staffing (England) Regulations will not apply and the 
complaint will be dealt with through this procedure. 

 
1.5 In this procedure:- 

• ‘employee’ means a person employed to work at the school or in provision made by the 
board of trustees under the Education Acts, other than a person employed by a contractor, 
including by the local authority acting as contractor; 

• reference to a ‘Executive Headteacher’ includes the ‘Head of School’; and 

• reference to external HR refers to the contracted HR / ER services used by the trust  

• The employee’s “chosen companion” is defined in employment law as a trade union 

representative or a co-worker at the same workplace chosen by the employee 

• the “Regulations” mean the School Staffing (England) Regulations 2009. 
 
 

2. Investigation 
2.1 There is a requirement for an immediate, short, preliminary investigation of all allegations, in order 

to establish that there are reasonable grounds for a full investigation.  In the first instance the 
employee against whom allegations are made should be informed that these allegations are being 
considered under this procedure and invited to comment.  Suspension if applicable should be 
considered as a last resort and without prejudice.   

 
2.2 The board of trustees requires all allegations to be investigated promptly to establish whether or not 

there is a case to answer.   
The commissioning officer should commission an independent investigator or a member of the 
senior leadership team with no previous involvement in the case and who, where possible, has 
completed suitable, approved training, and who will follow the guidelines on investigations. 
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Where possible the Executive Headteacher should commission another senior leader in the school 
to act as investigator, but where no suitable person can be identified the Executive Headteacher may 
undertake the investigation, provided that they do not then hear the case.  
 
Where such allegations are reported to the chair of trustees the chair should immediately seek advice 
from external HR and/or School and Governor Support.  If the allegations concern the Executive 
Headteacher, the chair of governors should seek advice from external HR and/or School and 
Governor Support. When the allegations do not concern the Executive Headteacher the matter 
should normally be referred back to the Executive Headteacher for investigation as above.   
 
The employee against whom the allegation is made must be informed as soon as practicable that an 
investigation into the allegations is being made, the reason for it and when it is to start. The employee 
must be interviewed during the course of investigation and, prior to the interview, must be informed 
of the details of the allegations and of their right to be accompanied by a chosen companion.  Where 
there are considered to be exceptional circumstances preventing the interview taking place, advice 
should be sought from your external HR. 

 
2.3 When the investigation is complete the commissioning officer shall consider the results (including 

any adjustments that may have been made during discussions as provided in the investigation 
guidelines) and decide whether the facts 

• do not warrant further action; or 
 

• amount to a situation which can be resolved by other means; or 
 

• warrant a hearing in accordance with these procedures. 
 
2.4 In extreme cases where there are any findings in an investigation under another procedure which 

may constitute the need to invoke SOSR instead, the Executive Headteacher will inform the employee 
and use the findings of the current investigation report and proceed under the SOSR hearing process.    

 
2.5 All information collected during investigations shall remain confidential to the person(s) directly 

involved. 
 

3. Suspension 
 
3.1 The board of trustees recognises that suspension is a neutral act, without loss of emoluments.  

Suspension is normally only considered under this procedure in cases when statutory regulations 
require the employee to be removed from the school or relevant activity or for the safety and welfare 
of pupils or employees.  Advice should be taken from the external HR as to whether any other action, 
such as a temporary direction to undertake other duties, might be more appropriate than suspension 
to the particular circumstances of the case. 

 
3.2 Suspension should normally take place in a meeting called in accordance with these procedures, but 

in the absence of the employee other arrangements should be made (advice is available from the 
Employee Relations Team). The board of trustees, by adopting this procedure, accepts the 
desirability of each party having a witness to a suspension whilst recognising that suspension, if 
appropriate, may be required immediately and that the choice of witness will therefore be limited.  
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The witness will not be expected to fulfil the role of a representative; the employee will be entitled 
to a representative in later stages of the procedure.  

 
3.3 When the Executive Headteacher becomes aware of circumstances which might lead to suspension, 

they (having taken advice as necessary) will arrange a meeting, explaining that there is a serious 
matter to discuss. The employee is entitled under this procedure to choose a witness able to attend 
at short notice, because it might be necessary to suspend the employee, and that the employee will 
have the right not to say anything in response to what the Executive Headteacher will disclose, 
although refusal to respond will probably make suspension inevitable.   

 
3.4 Unless a meeting is impractical (due to the employee’s absence on sick leave or other good reason) 

the employee will be informed in a meeting of the decision to suspend, and written confirmation of 
the decision shall be given to the employee at the meeting or sent immediately after the suspension 
is notified. The Executive Headteacher will outline the circumstances and invite the employee to 
comment. Depending on the response, the Executive Headteacher may or may not adjourn the 
meeting before deciding whether or not to suspend the employee.  The Executive Headteacher 
should then tell the employee of their decision and, when the decision is to suspend, should arrange 
for the employee to leave the premises. 

 
3.5 The Executive Headteacher should keep the case under review throughout the period of suspension 

and maintain contact (through an agreed named person if not through the Executive Headteacher) 
between the school and the employee, who must be kept informed of progress.  The first contact 
should be made at appropriate intervals thereafter as duty of care and maintaining the employee’s 
wellbeing.   

 
The Executive Headteacher should offer pastoral support during the process. For additional support 
employees should be advised to contact their union or professional association or other appropriate 
organisation, as required. 
 
When the Executive Headteacher is suspended, a nominated trustees should be responsible, with 
advice from your external HR or Schools and Governor Support, for keeping the case under review, 
maintaining contact with the Executive Headteacher and expediting proceedings as set out in this 
paragraph.  
 

3.6 The employee must not return to school until the board of trustees decision to end the suspension 
is communicated to the employee in writing. During the suspension period regular suspension 
reviews should take place between the commissioning officer and the employee.  

 
 

4. Hearings 
4.1 When, following investigation, it has been determined that the facts warrant a hearing under this 

procedure, a hearing shall be arranged as set out below.  Where power to hear cases under this 
procedure has been delegated to the Executive Headteacher (see 1.5 above), then the Executive 
Headteacher (or Head of School / deputy Headteacher acting as headteacher for the time being) will 
hear all cases under this procedure, unless the Executive Headteacher (or Head of School / deputy 
Headteacher as the case may be) has had prior involvement with the case or considers that the case 
should be heard by the committee with delegated authority to hear cases referred to it under this 
procedure.  Otherwise the case shall be heard by the committee. 
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4.2 The clerk to the board of trustees should invite the employee to a some other substantial hearing, 
giving 10 working days’ notice.  

 
The employee may suggest an alternative time and date as long as it is reasonable and is not more 
than 5 working days after the original date. 
 
At the hearing: 

• the commissioning officer will present their findings 

• the employee, their trade union representative, the hearing officer/the committee and the technical 

advisor will be able to question the commissioning officer  

• the employee will have the opportunity to put their case to the hearing officer/the committee. 

The employee may ask their trade union representative, if they have one, to do this on their behalf. 

• the commissioning officer, the hearing officer/the committee, and the technical advisor will be able 

to question the employee 

• the employee, their trade union representative, the hearing officer/the committee, commissioning 

officer, and technical advisor will be able to question any witnesses, if appropriate 

• both parties will summarise their case  

• the hearing officer/the committee will release both parties and start deliberations in confidence 

The hearing officer/the committee may choose whether to announce the hearings decision in person or 
receive it subsequently in writing, but this choice shall not prevent the hearing officer/the committee 
from choosing to adjourn and reconvene before making a decision.  The final outcome will be confirmed 
in writing within 5 working days of the hearing or the adjournment. 

 
If a hearing takes place the possible outcomes could be:  

• take no further action in relation to the employee but taking into account any recommendations; 

• determine that the employee should cease to work at the school. 

5. Appeals 
 
An employee who receives a formal sanction or for whom it is determined that they must cease to work at 
the school may appeal against the determination (as the case may be) by giving written notice of the appeal 
and of all the grounds on which it is made to the clerk to the board of trustees within 10 working days of 
receiving written confirmation of the determination. The grounds for the appeal should be accompanied by 
any additional evidence to be presented in support of the appeal.  
 
The clerk to the board of trustees should invite the employee to a some other substantial reason hearing, 
giving 10 working days’ notice.  
 
At the Appeal hearing: 

• the employee and trade union representative will present their grounds of appeal 

The employee may ask their trade union representative, if they have one, to do this on their behalf. 

• the chair of some other substantial reason committee, the appeal committee and technical advisor 

will be able to question the employee and their trade union representative  

• the chair of the some of substantial reason committee will have the opportunity to put their response 

to the grounds of appeal 

• the employee, their trade union representative, the appeal committee and the technical advisor will 
be able to question the chair of some other substantial reason committee  
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• the employee, their trade union representative, the appeal committee, the chair of some other 
substantial reason committee, and technical advisor will be able to question any witnesses, if 
appropriate 

• both parties will summarise their case  

• the appeal committee will release both parties and start deliberations in confidence.  
 

If there is an appeal, the appeal committee may: 

• dismiss the appeal 

• uphold the appeal 
 
The appeal committee may choose whether to announce the decision in person or receive it subsequently in 
writing, but this choice shall not prevent the committee from choosing to adjourn and reconvene before 
making a decision.  The final outcome will be confirmed in writing within 5 working days of the hearing or 
the adjournment.  
 

6. The Executive Headteacher as a subject of this procedure 
 
6.1 Any requirement to investigate the position of the Executive Headteacher shall be referred, through 

the chair of the board of trustees, for advice from external HR or School and Governor Support. 
School and Governor Support, in conjunction with external HR, shall arrange both preliminary and 
full investigation of the allegation in accordance with section 2 of this procedure.  If suspension of 
the Executive Headteacher is appropriate it shall be undertaken in accordance with the provisions of 
this procedure.  If it is found that there is a case to answer, School and Governor Support, in 
conjunction with external HR, shall advise the board of trustees how to proceed in relation to the 
Executive Headteacher as the Executive Headteacher acts in relation to any other employee under 
these procedures, except that the option of referring the matter to the Executive Headteacher, Head 
of School or deputy does not apply. 

 
6.2 The chair of the board of trustees or commissioning officer may present the case to the committee, 

calling on the investigator to give evidence. In very exceptional circumstances, it may be appropriate 
for a School and Governor Support representative to present the case on behalf of the overall 
employer.  

 
 

7. Trade Unions Officer 
7.1  Normal disciplinary standards of behaviour should apply to trade union officers. However, 

disciplinary action against a trade union officer can be misconstrued as an attack on the union.  Whilst 
this may be the viewpoint of the union, this would not but the starting viewpoint or position of a 
school within the trust.  Such problems can be avoided by early discussion with a full-time official or 
senior trade union representative. 


